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PRODUCT TESTING AND HYDROSTATIC
FORCES
INTRODUCTION
This paper is a discussion of the methods and
procedures used in routine and proof of design testing
of EBAA restraint products.
STRESSES WITHIN THE SYSTEM
Pressure within a closed vessel such as a pipe, acts to
push outwardly and uniformly on the vessel walls. In
the case of a pipe, this outward pressure induces
circumferential or hoop stress around the cylinder or
barrel of the pipe. When the ends of the pipe are
closed, such as with the installation of a cap, the
pressure also pushes on the inside surface of the cap
in an attempt to separate the cap from the pipe. If the
cap is somehow attached to the wall of the pipe then
a longitudinal stress is also present in the pipe wall.
Attaching the cap (or other fitting) to the pipe is the
function of joint restraint devices such as the
MEGALUG® restraint.
When a joint device is being used to hold the cap
onto the pipe, the force exerted on the cap is
transferred through the device and subsequently to
the pipe wall. The restraint must be structurally
capable of withstanding the end thrust loading while
also being capable of gripping the pipe surface. The
pressure and forces acting on both pipe and restraint
must remain within design limits of both to assure a
generous factor of safety for the system.
FROM PRESSURE TO FORCE
You may have noticed in the preceding discussion
that we freely moved from pressure to stress to force
and back again. These terms are related as follows:
1. Pressure (measured in pounds of force per
square inch) acting on a surface area (measured in
square inches) produces a force (measured in
pounds). Mathematically:
Force = Pressure x Area
2. Force transferred to a pipe wall is uniformly
distributed throughout the pipe wall. We can say that
the force is divided evenly throughout the cross
sectional area and that this division of force is called
stress. Like pressure, stress is measured in pounds per
square inch and is expressed by:
Stress = Force / Area

By now you are probably wondering what this
refresher course in fluid mechanics and mechanics of
materials has to do with the topics discussed in the
introduction. So, let’s start tying it all together.
TESTING WITH A CAP
Like Rodney Dangerfield, the mechanical joint cap
gets no respect. Here at EBAA, our mechanical joint
caps are some of the most abused pieces of
equipment in the plant. When subjecting our restraint
products to either routine evaluation testing or to the
rigors of proof of design testing, the test is made
against a standardized mechanical joint cap. We use
this particular fitting because it is able to subject the
restraint being tested to a maximum load, the full
dead end thrust force.
The test procedure is quite simple. A short section
of pipe is capped on each end using an MJ cap, a
gasket, and the restraint device to be tested. The
assembly may be done “by the book” or altered to see
the effect of modified installation on the performance
of the product. Once assembled, the pipe is filled
with water and carefully vented of air. Unlike
incompressible water, air has the ability to store
tremendous amounts of energy when compressed and
is therefore very dangerous in a test.
Now the water is pumped up to the desired
pressure as monitored on calibrated gauges and is
held for a suitable length of time. The joint, restraint
device, and the assembly as a whole are monitored
for leakage or failure.
It is important to understand that our testing does
not stop at the rated pressure of the pipe or device.
Like any good design, we want our products to
perform better than just good enough. As a minimum,
we subject our products to pressures at least twice
that of the rating of the device. In some cases third
party listings and approvals require testing up to five
times the rating of the device. Even then, the MJ caps
rarely complain and rarely crack under stress.
HYDROSTATIC FORCES
To follow is a tabular listing of the hydrostatic forces
held by several EBAA restraint products at various
pressures. The pressure times area calculation is
based on the area of the outside diameter of the pipe.
The O.D. is used because the seal is made on this
surface.
It is interesting to note that the forces increase
rapidly with an increase in diameter. This is due to
the area increasing by the diameter squared.
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